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• An atmosphere is a gas layer surrounding a planet

• Gravitational energy competes against escape processes

What is an atmosphere?

Jeans escape flux

Lambda parameter 
indicates how transient 
an atmosphere is

Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Titan Uranus Neptune Triton Pluto

λ 1600 1100 490 2300 1300 68 200 450 84 21

Mercury Moon Callisto Ganymede Europa Io Comets

λ <10 <10 <10 <10 8 9 <10

Transient (non-permanent) atmospheres

Permanent atmospheres
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Atmospheres in the solar system
N2 atmospheres
• Earth
• Titan
• Triton
• Pluto

CO2 atmospheres
• Venus
• Mars

He/H2 atmospheres
• Jupiter
• Saturn
• Uranus
• Neptune
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Thermal structure
The Earth’s atmosphere is vertically 
subdivided into different regions/layers:
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The pressure is defined as the weight (per 
surface area) of the atmosphere above:

Pressure decreases with altitude since the weight of the 
atmosphere above becomes smaller for increasing height.

and the change or pressure with height is given by:

Hydrostatic behaviour

6
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Part 1: Composition of 
atmospheres
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So, when moving up in altitude by one scale height, 
pressure decreases by a factor of  1/e ~ 0.37. 

From the ideal gas law:

we get:

where: is the pressure scale 
height

and:
m is the mean molecular mass 
(in units of mass):
m = ∑ (nimi)/n  
where ni,mi are density,mass 
of gas i

giving:

k is Boltzmann’s constant
n is total gas number density
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The same applies to number densities:

Gases below the homopause (near 105 km on Earth) are well 
mixed due to small scale turbulence and larger scale winds, 
while above the homopause they diffusively separate

, so:

Heterosphere
(gases separated)

Homosphere
(gases mixed)

Homopause

Light gas

Heavy gas

Gas density

Height

Mean molecular mass
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In the heterosphere gases distribute vertically according to 
their individual scale heights

For T = 800 K on Earth:

O2: m=32 amu - H ≈ 24 km
O:  m=16 amu - H ≈ 48 km
N2: m=28 amu - H ≈ 27 km

Earth O O2 N2

100 km 4% 18% 78%

200 km 58% 2% 40%

300 km 89% 0.5% 10.5%

Earth
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CO2 is the dominant gas on the dayside below 160 km
altitude and on the nightside below 140 km, replaced at
higher altitudes by O. On the nightside, He becomes the
dominant gas above 180 km altitude. Mean molecular mass
(dashed-dotted curve) remains constant at around 44AMU
below 130 km, where CO2 dominates, and decreases
towards higher altitudes to values at 200 km of 17 (dayside)
and 6AMU (nightside). It is evident that day–night
differences in composition are substantial. The large
differences in overall density in Fig. 3 are caused primarily
by the cold nightside temperatures, which lead to a
compression of the atmosphere there, and hence reduced
densities at fixed altitude. This nightside thermal collapse
of the atmosphere, for example, causes the 1! 10"8 nbar
level to move down by around 50 km altitude, from 200 km
on the dayside to 150 km on the nightside. Plotted versus
pressure, day–night variations of densities are hence
considerably smaller than when shown versus altitude, as
in Fig. 3.

The basic photochemistry of Venus’ thermosphere is
similar to that on Mars, with photolysis of CO2 and
subsequent three-body recombination of O leading to the
production of CO and O2 (Yung and DeMore, 1982).
While on Mars the CO catalytically recombines with O to
form CO2 via the action of odd hydrogen species, the
recycling of CO2 occurs on Venus via chlorine–oxygen
compounds ðClOxÞ. In addition to photochemical changes,
gas densities in Venus’ thermosphere are affected by
dynamics, in particular vertical winds.

Using a GCM, Bougher et al. (1988) predicted strong
sub-solar to anti-solar Hadley circulation on Venus, with
horizontal winds reaching 230m/s. Diverging horizontal
winds on the dayside are accompanied by upward directed
vertical winds of 0.5m/s, while converging horizontal

winds on the nightside cause downwelling there with
average speeds of up to "0:1m=s. Vertical winds disrupt
diffusive balance in an atmosphere, and their effectiveness
in causing lasting composition changes critically depends
upon the relative time scales for transport by winds and
molecular and eddy diffusion as well as chemistry.
The important transport time scales in the upper

atmosphere of Venus are depicted in Fig. 4. In the study
by Bougher et al. (1988) a range of horizontal and vertical
wind speeds were derived and in Fig. 4 we hence show two
values each for their associated transport time scales.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of gas densities for dayside (left panel) and nightside (right panel) conditions over the equator. Also shown is mean molecular mass
(dashed-dotted lines). Values are from the empirical model of Hedin et al. (1983), which itself is based on Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) data from the
Orbiter Neutral Mass Spectrometer (ONMS). Average solar flux conditions (F10:7 ¼ 150 at Earth) are assumed.
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Fig. 4. Time scales for vertical and horizontal transport in Venus’
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Mars

Mahaffy et al. (2015)

large waves!
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Titan
Yelle et al. (2008)

Cassini INMS 
(averaged)

Strobel (2012)
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Part 2: Energetics of 
atmospheres
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Possible energy sources

• Solar radiation heating 

• Magnetosphere - atmosphere coupling: Joule heating & 
particle precipitation heating 

• Upward propagating waves from below

15
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Possible energy sources (1)

(Marina’s lecture)

• Solar radiation heating
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Key chemistry in Earth's 
thermosphere

O2 + hν → O(3D) + O(1D) 
O3 + hν → O2 + O 
H2O  + hν → H + OH 
NO + hν → N(4S) + O 

O + O + M  → O2 + M + 5.12 eV 
O + O3  → O2 + O + 4.06 eV 
O + OH  → O2 + H + 0.72 eV 
N(2D) + O2  → NO + O + 1.84 eV 
N(4S) + O2  → NO + O + 1.4 eV 
N(4S) + NO  → N2 + O + 2.68 eV

In essence, photon 
energy from the Sun 
is transformed into 
thermal energy via 
chemical reactions.
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Ionization of O, O2 , N2

Atmospheric heating
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Possible energy sources (2)
• Magnetosphere - atmosphere coupling: Joule heating1692 S. W. H. Cowley and E. J. Bunce: Corotation-driven magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling currents


s

s*

B

B

Fig. 1. Sketch of a meridian cross section through Saturn’s quasi-
axisymmetric inner and middle magnetosphere, extending to dis-
tances of ⇤15–20RS in the equatorial plane. The arrowed solid
lines indicate magnetic field lines, which are modestly distended
outward from the planet by azimuthal currents (the ‘ring-current’)
flowing in the near-equatorial plasma. The rotating plasma is shown
by the dotted region, consisting mainly of protons and oxygen ions
and associated electrons, which derive from water ice originating
from ring grains and moon surfaces. Three angular velocities are
indicated. These are the angular velocity of a particular shell of
field lines �, the angular velocity of the planet ⌅S , and the angu-
lar velocity of the neutral upper atmosphere in the Pedersen layer
of the ionosphere, ⌅�

S . The value of ⌅�
S is expected to lie between

� and ⌅S because of the frictional torque on the atmosphere due
to ion-neutral collisions. The oppositely-directed frictional torque
on the magnetospheric flux tubes is communicated to the equato-
rial plasma by the current system indicated by the arrowed dashed
lines, shown here for the case of sub-corotation of the plasma (i.e.
� < ⌅S ). This current system bends the field lines out of meridian
planes into a ‘lagging’ configuration, associated with the azimuthal
field components B⇥ shown.

co-latitudes less than ⇤12⇥ from each pole. The most pre-
cise determination of the latitude distribution, obtained by
Voyager-1 near closest approach, placed the Southern Hemi-
sphere aurora near dusk between co-latitudes of ⇤9.5⇥ and
⇤12⇥ with respect to the southern pole (Sandel and Broad-
foot, 1981). The intensity at fixed local time was also found
to be strongly modulated during each planetary rotation, ap-
proximately in phase with a similar modulation of Saturn
kilometric radiation (SKR) (Gurnett et al., 1981; Sandel and
Broadfoot, 1981; Sandel et al., 1982; Kaiser et al., 1984).
Since the SKR emissions were found to be positively cor-
related with the solar wind dynamic pressure at Saturn (De-
sch, 1982; Desch and Rucker, 1983), the inference has also
been drawn of a possible connection between the UV auro-
ras and solar wind-magnetosphere coupling processes. This
suggestion is supported by estimates of⇤11⇥–15⇥ for the co-
latitude of the boundary of field lines mapping into Saturn’s
tail, and thus to the magnetopause vicinity, determined from
Voyager-1 tail magnetic field data (Ness et al., 1981).
More recently, images of Saturn’s UV aurora have been

obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The first
such image was presented by Gérard et al. (1995), which
suggested a ring of emission around the north pole at ⇤10⇥

co-latitude, with an intensity of ⇤150 kR of total H2 emis-

sion. Further HST images have been presented by Trauger
et al. (1998). Emissions above a ⇤5 kR threshold were again
observed over a wide range of local times in the northern
dayside hemisphere, but were found to be strongly peaked
between 07:00–09:00 LT in the morning sector, in the co-
latitude range 13⇥–15⇥. This location appears to be consis-
tent with the principal source region of right-hand polarised
SKR radio emissions (Kaiser and Desch, 1982; Lecacheux
and Genova, 1983). However, as for the Voyager observa-
tions, the auroras again show considerable variation in inten-
sity between images which are well separated in time, vary-
ing from no emission at all above the few-kR threshold, to
emissions peaking (in the morning sector) at ⇤100 kR.

The main auroral emissions at Jupiter also consist of bands
around both poles of the planet (e.g. Satoh et al., 1996;
Prangé et al., 1998; Clarke et al., 1998; Vasavada et al.,
1999), though in this case they appear to be considerably less
variable in both UT and local time (Grodent et al., 2003).
However, these emissions, located at ⇤15⇥ magnetic co-
latitude, map magnetically to middle magnetosphere field
lines at equatorial distances beyond ⇤20RJ (Gérard et al.,
1994; Prangé et al., 1998; Clarke et al., 1998), and have
been suggested to be associated with the field-aligned cur-
rents of a current system which enforces partial corotation of
plasma moving outward from the Io torus (Bunce and Cow-
ley, 2001; Hill, 2001; Southwood and Kivelson, 2001). Cow-
ley and Bunce (2001) have set up a quantitative empirical
model of this current system, and have shown using Knight’s
(1973) kinetic theory that the precipitated energy flux of
downward-accelerated auroral electrons associated with the
region of upward current is sufficient to produce the⇤100 kR
to ⇤1MR auroras observed.

The basic physical processes occurring in the middle re-
gions of Saturn’s magnetosphere (as opposed, for example,
to the outer regions where solar wind processes may be-
come important) are believed to be essentially similar to
those at Jupiter, if on a lesser scale, involving the pick-up
and radial transport of plasma originating from ring particles
and moons in a corotation-dominated flow (e.g. Richard-
son, 1992; Richardson et al., 1998). Indeed, observations
from the Voyager spacecraft have shown that as a result of
these processes the plasma in Saturn’s magnetosphere sub-
corotates relative to the planet (Richardson, 1986; Richard-
son and Sittler, 1990). Corotation-enforcement currents, as
first discussed by Hill (1979) and Vasyliunas (1983) in the
jovian context, must therefore also flow at Saturn. Their
form is illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1, as will be
discussed further below. Given their proposed significance
at Jupiter, the question is thus raised concerning their mag-
nitude and distribution at Saturn, and possible relationship
to the observed auroral morphology. In this paper we ex-
amine this issue by making a quantitative calculation of the
corotation-enforcement currents at Saturn based on Pioneer
and Voyager observations, from which we then assess the au-
roral consequences.

Cowley and Bunce (2003)

B Rotating 
plasmaJ

• Magnetospheric electric fields map into 
polar ionosphere 

• Currents flow → heating: J·E
19
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Angular momentum transfer from 
atmosphere to magnetosphere

HILL: INERTIAL LIMIT ON COROTATION 6555 

netosphere. In order to provide the required viscous torque 
the ionosphere must rotate somewhat more slowly than the 
un-ionized atmosphere. Thus corotation is necessarily in- 
complete in the presence of plasma production and/or out- 
ward transport. This self-limiting feature depends on the at- 
mospheric conductivity and the rate of plasma production or 
transport and is quite independent of the effects that occur 
near the light cylinder or Alfv6n point, which depend on the 
ability of the magnetic field to confine the plasma radially. 

In the following section we calculate the inertial corotation 
lag as a function of distance in a magnetosphere characterized 
by the values of M, the total rate of production and outward 
transport of plasma mass, and Y•, the height-integrated Ped- 
ersen conductivity of the atmosphere. We find that the corota- 
tion lag becomes significant at a distance Lo (in units of plan- 
etary radii) given by 

Lo = (7r•ap2Bp2/]•l) I /4 (2) 
where Re is the planetary radius and B, the planetary surface 
dipole magnetic field strength. Thus as one would expect, the 
corotation lag is most significant when the conductivity is 
small and the rate of mass addition is large. 

The critical distance Lo turns out to be too large to be of 
any consequence in earth's magnetosphere and in typical pul- 
sar model magnetospheres. For Jupiter, on the other hand, we 
find Lo •- 60, i.e., well inside the magnetosphere (at least part 
of the time), so that the inertial corotation lag may have im- 
portant consequences, on which we will comment briefly at 
the conclusion of the paper. 

CALCULATION OF INERTIAL COROTATION LAG 

In this section we first calculate the torque exerted on the 
ionosphere by the neutral atmosphere through ion-neutral 
particle collisions, this torque being proportional to the 
height-integrated Pedersen conductivity. We then calculate 
the rate of increase of angular momentum in the magnet- 
osphere, this rate being proportional to the rate of outward 
mass transport. Upon combining these two results we obtain a 
differential equation whose solution gives the corotation lag as 
a function of distance in the magnetosphere. 

Figure I illustrates the Birkeland current geometry and the 
coordinate •system used here. For simplicity we treat the case 
af a spin-aligned dipole magnetic field, aligned with the axis 
af our spherical (r, 0, q•) coordinate system. Note in Figure 1 
Ihat the j x B force is directed so as to increase the angular 
a•omentum of the outer magnetosphere at the expense of the 
•ngular momentum of the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric torque. Ion-neutral collisions exert a drag 
:orce Fo per unit volume that is balanced, in a steady state, by 
.he j x B force: 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the coordinate system and field geometry 
mployed in the calculation. The sense of the electric current flow is 
adicated by open arrowheads. 

Fo = joBr = oBr: i•v (3) 
where o is the Pedersen conductivity and 

•v = r&o sin 0 (4) 
is the rotational drift speed of the ions relative to the neutral 
gas. The torque per unit magnetic flux is thus 

dT / dh d• - •rr For S• O (5) 
where T, •, and h denote torque, magnetic flux, and altitude, 
respectively. If we define the height-•tegrated conductivity 

Z = f o dh (6) 
and assume that all other quantities M the Mtegrand of (5) are 
approximately constant through the Pedersen-conducting 
layer of the ionosphere, we can combMe (3)-(6) to obtaM 

dT 
d• - Z•wR•2Br s•2 Os (7) 

where Re is the planetary radius and 0s the surface colatitude. 
Introducing the dipole field expressions, 

Br(R.. Os) = 2B. cos Os sin 2 Os = I/L (8) 
where B. is the equatorial surface dipole field strength and L 
is the equatorial crossing distance of the field line in units of 
Rv. we have 

dT 
cl• -- 2ZSwR•'2B•'(I -- I/L)I/2/L , (9) 

It will prove convenient to express this result in terms of the 
torque per unit L (per unit equatorial crossing distance), i.e., 

dT dT d• 
-- (10) dL dep dL 

For the dipole field we have 

d• 

•-• = 2•rR.:'B./L • 
Combining (9)-(11), we obtain 

(11) 

dT 
dL - 4vrZ•cøat'4at'2(l - l /L) l/2/L3 (12) 

Magnetospheric angular momentum. Let M be the total 
outward flux of plasma mass (in kilograms per second) cross- 
ing a given magnetic flux shell, and let I be the average angu- 
lar momentum per unit mass of particles distributed along the 
flux shell. (A 'flux shell' is the surface of revolution of a field 
line about the magnetic axis.) The rate of increase of angular 
momentum per unit L (i.e., per unit normalized equatorial- 
crossing distance) is then 

d• dM dl 
dL - 1 -•- + 3)1 -- (13) dL 

On the right-hand side of (13) the first term represents the rate 
of increase (or decrease) of angular momentum due to a local 
source (or sink) of plasma, while the second term represents 
the rate of increase (or decrease) of angular momentum due to 
outward (or inward) transport. We shall neglect the local 

X

⋅

JxB

JxB

after Hill, 1979

Angular momentum 
Increased in 
magnetosphere

Angular momentum 
Reduced in atmosphere
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Energetic particle precipitation
• Magnetosphere processes 

also accelerate plasma, 
causing suprathermal 
electrons & protons to enter 
the upper atmosphere

• Since these travel along 
magnetic field lines, they 
enter the atmosphere at 
polar latitudes

• This excites atmospheric 
molecules and causes 
auroral emissions

21
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Aurora: a TV screen of magnetosphere

22
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Possible energy sources (3)
• Upward propagating waves from below

Earth
Jupiter

Titan

Young 
et al. 
(1997)

Mueller-Wodarg 
et al. (2006)

Upward propagating waves 
break and dissipate, releasing 
energy and momentum
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Zonally averaged meridional winds at 70ºW and 18:00 UT for 
quiet-time conditions with (right) and without (left) tidal 
oscillations. Contours are positive southward.

Note how dissipating atmospheric waves dominate the low- to mid 
latitude thermosphere!

Atmospheric waves also accelerate the 
background winds in the atmosphere

Earth

24
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Temperatures in solar system

Actual values: 
Too hot!  
→ “energy crisis” 

Where does the 
missing energy 
come from?

Solar heating 
alone would 
give these 
temperatures
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Temperatures in solar system

Planet Solar EUV heating rate Joule heating rate

Earth 500 x 109 W 80 x 109 W

Jupiter 800 x 109 W 100,000 x 109 W

Saturn 200 x 109 W 2,000 x 109 W

So, is Joule heating our “missing energy” on Jupiter 
and Saturn? 
And/or to atmospheric waves play a role? 
(remember that they are one of 3 possible energy 
sources!)
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Take-home messages
• Exploring atmospheres on different planets 

helps us determine the universality of 
physical processes, improving our 
understanding of  Earth as well

• A basic understanding of terrestrial planets 
has evolved

• The outer solar system poses difficulties: 
Sun is no longer the elephant in the room 
and energetics become more messy.
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